
Tap Into Your Creativity Using Mindfulness
Meditation 

Creativity is the ability to discover/generate a new idea,
product, theory, method, or a solution. To remain competitive
in the modern workplace, one needs to foster creativity.
Research has shown that just 10 minutes of daily mindfulness
meditation enhances creativity. 

Read more

The Programmer Who Discovered His Creative Side
Through Meditation

Many people put all their energy into their career, studies, or
family matters, whilst neglecting their latent talents &
dispositions. Read the story of Prem, an IT professional who
used meditation to tap into creativity & discover a channel for
relaxation, grounding & restoration.

Read more

Open-Monitoring Meditation For Boosting Creativity

The open-monitoring meditation primes the mind for divergent
thinking & idea generation, which lie at the heart of the
creative process. The meditator becomes a non-judgmental
witness to the physical sensations, thoughts & feelings
experienced in the present moment.

Read more

Our Responsibility is to Create a
Happy, Healthy and Friendly World
We have to create a new society, where
everyone is happy, healthy and friendly.
We have to create such a heaven on this
Earth. That is our responsibility. You are
here to better yourselves, to perfect
yourselves. Utilize your time properly.

Creativity is not reserved for the great artists and scientists only — it is an intrinsic quality

within each of us. Creativity �ows when we connect to our innermost core and tap into

that source of in�nite abundance. Creativity enriches life. Learn how to unleash your

creativity through spiritual tools and practices.
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